Terms and Conditions

If you are successful in receiving a grant, you understand that the following terms and conditions apply for the receipt of funds:

**Purpose and Use of Grant Funds**
Kajungiqsaut Grant funds can only be used for the project submitted in the application and only by the applicant listed in the application. In order to apply to the program again, you must submit a Follow Up Form on your activities. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact us.

**Income Tax**
The IAF will issue all grant recipients a T4A for the funds, which should be retained for income tax purposes. After grant notification and acceptance of terms for successful applicants, the IAF will contact applicants by phone for social insurance numbers or HST/GST registration numbers.

**Reporting Requirements**
Successful applicants will be sent a brief online form to summarize your project, how you used the funds, as well as an option to anonymously share how you think IAF can make improvements to the program. You can also speak directly with the Program Officer to discuss your project and provide your feedback.

**Acknowledgement**
Acknowledging the support of IAF and Kajungiqsaut Grants where possible is always appreciated and helps ensure the program can continue. (Examples could be: including the [IAF or Kajungiqsaut Grants logo](#) on your materials, thanking the IAF at an exhibition opening, or tagging us on social media when you post your wonderful creations).